Ford Foundation Gives $9 Million
Gift to Revise Engineering Curricula

In its 1964 annual report, the Ford Foundation announced a $9 million grant to support engineering education. The grant was aimed at developing new curricula that would prepare students for the technological challenges of the future.

Class of '63 Elects Heilman
Johnson Chosen Fresh President

Thirty-five freshmen motion leaders elected Bob Johnson of Phi Delta Theta fraternity the President of the Class of 1963 for the first ballot. Jim Sturrock, Sigmas, will act as Vice-President and Bill Weit of Burton House is the new Fresh Secretary-Treasurer.

JP Overflows Into Georgian Room
720 Options Sold at Final Count

In a transaction completed Monday afternoon, the Junior Prom Committee obtained the Georgian Room at the Statler Hotel for use as additional space for promgoers. This room, separate from the main ballroom, has a capacity of 100 couples.

Ode by Bill Green - See Page 3

The M.I.T. Service offers a variety of options for students interested in attending the Student Prom. Options include different seating arrangements, transportation, and food services.

JP Committee Replies to "Malicious Editorial"

On Tuesday, October 20, The Tech printed a malicious editorial and cartoon about the dealings of the Junior Prom Committee. The paper's retraction of the facts and failure to report the entire situation has called into question the validity of The Tech's coverage of the incident.

JP, Senior Week Comm.

Jerry Stack, '61, elections chairman of the Class of '62, announced that Tuesday, November 7, will be the election day for next year's Junior Prom and Senior Week Committees.

In response to charges printed in the last issue of The Tech concerning the "under-the-table" sales of options to fraternity members by committee members, the committee issued a statement Wednesday night. The full text of this statement will be found on page 5.

Preliminary steps toward organizing the class for Field Day activities have been taken by the committee's officers of the class of '63. One of these steps will be that of organizing the committee's election meeting on October 16th, at which time they will select candidates for the various offices.

If a few more than 600 options are requested, the Committee can use some extra options in the Ballroom as of the last issue.

The letter to this newspaper, justifying the actions of the committee, explained that many problems such as finances, difficulties in communication, and time constraints were involved in making the decision to decline the junior party and give it the Georgian Room.

Good Customers

The management's final decision was partly based on the fact that M.I.T. had been good customers of the hotel for several years and in the past Monday that management of the hotel finally made the decision to deliver the granting of the party and give it the Georgian Room.

(Continued on page 5)
Ford in Your Future

With the new grant of nearly $10 million from the Ford Foundation, MIT takes a new step forward in its leadership in the fields of engineering and scientific research. Under the control of Deaz Brown, the School of Engineering is expected to expand its program from the training of engineering students, still practiced in many engineering schools, to the forefront of the new engineering, with a firm grounding in the basic sciences. With the rapid growth of engineering technology, in which old techniques are becoming obsolete, the effects of this change are already apparent. The student is no longer educated for the specific requirements of a particular job, but for the ability to apply scientific principles to a variety of careers. This means that the engineer of the future must have a broad education, and be able to work with the scientists and engineers of the future. It is not surprising that the Ford Foundation, with a long record of philanthropy in the advancement of education, should be the sponsor of this far-reaching enterprise. We greet this gift with a great deal of gratitude, anticipating the day, some ten or even fifteen years hence, when we shall not be able to recognize the curriculum of the engineering school.

It is not unimportant that the Ford Foundation, with a long record of philanthropy in the advancement of education, should be the sponsor of this far-reaching enterprise. We greet this gift with a great deal of gratitude, anticipating the day, some ten or even fifteen years hence, when we shall not be able to recognize the curriculum of the engineering school.

JP Irresponsibility: An Attempt to Justify Ends

The Junior Prom Committee has come out with a nice little statement. Since everything looks as if it will come out of the committee to the acquisition of the Georgian Room, the committee has explained away its actions by the optimism of the final result. But the basic facts of the situation, which, incidently, were reported with 100% accuracy, can no longer be changed.

The actions of certain members of this committee cannot be justified with the statement "optimism of the final result." Two members of the Junior Prom Committee, Hank Schleinitz and John Disbrow, did personally sell options to both the committee for what must be classed as serious fraud.

Whether these actions were indicative of a conscious inaction or trespass, we may never know; but little thought was needed to realize that this was not right, due to the acquisition of the Georgian Room.
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There's no "maintenance cost" with a Merchant's THRIFTICHECK account. You know what they say about the fairer sex... "It's not the initial cost—it's the upkeep."

Here's the full story:

You only need a Thrifticheck Account to enjoy the extra convenience and savings that go with it. For instance, you can:

- Pay lower office fees. The nearest office is probably handiest for you.

- Receive a complete statement, showing all entries, each check. But that's not all. The student financier. (Your name is imprinted on each check). You jet fast, 24 hour reorder service (if you start writing checks like they're going out of style).

- Be in control of your money. You can write checks for all kinds of purposes, and you have the final say when it comes to handling your money.

- Have a merchant's credit card. It's much like a charge account, but you don't have to pay interest on it.

- Get your money when and where you need it. You can use your Thrifticheck card to withdraw cash at any of the merchant's offices.

- Achieve financial security. You can open a savings account to save small amounts, or you can open a checking account to pay bills and write checks.

- Use it as a convenient system of receiving cash. You can use it to pay for goods and services, or you can use it to pay off debts.

- Enjoy the convenience of a free statement. You can review your account at any time, and you can pay your bills at any time.
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J. P. Committee Obtains Georgian Room
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FOLKLORE PRODUCTIONS

AMERICA'S MOST DIVERSIFIED ENGINEERING FIRM

November 2

RESEARCH ENGINEERING MANUFACTURING

ELECTRONICS ELECTRO-MECHANICS ULTRASONICS SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

COMPUTERS AUTOMATION AND CONTROL RADIATION HYDRAULIC INSTRUMENTATION SOLID STATE PHYSICS CHEMISTRY METALURGICAL COMMUNICATIONS PROPULSION CONTROLS RADAR STRUCTURES

BENDIX AVIATION CORPORATION

Divisions located throughout the United States

FINANCE OFFICES/index of Happy, New York, Calif., etc.

FIRST STRING. You can depend on that refreshing Budweiser taste. Which is why the campus crowd agrees—where there's life...there's Bud.
Lucky Strike presents

Dear Dr. Frood:

Most college students today do not know the meaning of the word "adversity." Those who do are just a handful of English majors.

Dear Dr. Frood:

Dear Dr. Frood: How can I leave my husband without making him happy?

Prof's Spouse

Dear Prof's Spouse: Leave a note saying you'll be back.

Dear Dr. Frood: Our library is full of "no smoking" signs. When I want a cigarette between his first fingers. The nonconformist carries it locked in the bend of his arm. The conservative type carries his cigarette between his first two fingers. The nonconformist carries it tucked in the end of his arm. The self-conscious type holds it upright, cigarette stick up. The most elegant, sporty, almost garabage Lucky Strike (usually between their lips).

Dear Furious: It's monstrous. But think of the poor souls who go outside only to smoke brand X or Y or Z.

Dear Dr. Frood: Boys are always whistling at me. Do you think my clothes are too snug?

Prudence

Dear Prudence: It's impossible to tell without a picture. Send one.

Dr. Frood's Moral of the Month

Most students today do not know the meaning of the word "adversity." Those who do are just a handful of English majors.

Dr. Frood says:

Colleges students smoke more luckies than any other regular!

When it comes to choosing their regular smoke, college students head right for fine tobacco. Result: Lucky Strike tops every other regular sold. Lucky's taste beats all the rest because L.S./M.F.T.—Lucky Strike means fine tobacco:

Tobacco and taste too fine to filter!

(Product of The American Tobacco Company—That's our middle name)
ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES for Seniors and Graduates in
PHYSICS
APPLIED MATHEMATICS
ENGINEERING MECHANICS
ENGINEERING PHYSICS
AND
AERONAUTICAL, CHEMICAL,
MECHANICAL, METALLURGICAL,
and NUCLEAR
ENGINEERING

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3

Appointments should be made in advance through your College Placement Office

PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT

Famous designer and builder of all types of flight and space propulsion systems

Pall Mall

FAMOUS CIGARETTES

Get satisfying flavor...so friendly to your taste!

See how Pall Mall's famous length of fine, rich-tasting tobacco travels and柔和s the smoke—makes it mild—but does not filter out that satisfying flavor!

Outstanding...and they are Mild!

You can light either end!

NO FLAT "FILTERED-OUT" FLAVOR!

NO DRY "SMOKED-OUT" TASTE!

Bushleaguer

IM Grididers in Final Round

The last round of regular season intramural football competition will be played this weekend, and probably four more League titles will be won. Sigma Alpha Epsilon and Senior House II will play for the championship in League IV and V respectively last weekend, and League I will most likely have to have a playoff between Delta Tau Delta and Delta Upsilon, who have identical 3-0-1 records. The Delta meet Sigma Phi Epsilon while the DU's face Grad House.

First Place in League II will go to the winner of the Phi Gamma Delta—Phi DELTA Theta game. This should be quite close, as both squads have whipped the clubs in their league by vast identical margins.

Beta Theta Pi is favored over Sigma Nu when they meet for League II honors.

There is one question in the Leagues: Delta Tau Delta and Delta Upsilon, who have identical 2-0-1 records between Delta Tau Delta and Delta Upsilon, who have identical 2-0-1 records, meet for the League V championship. Sigma Alpha Epsilon, who have a 2-0-1 record, look strong, but the DU's are expected to win the championship.

Beta Sigma Kappa, which won the League III championship last year, will meet Sigma Nu in the final round. Both teams are expected to win.
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Cross Country Squads Tune Up; Race NU, Coast Guard Tomorrow

Sailors Second to BU in Oberg; Third in Nevins Trophy Regatta

Last weekend saw a flurry of sailing activity as the MIT helmsmen turned in excellent performances in the Nevins Trophy Race and the Oberg Trophy Regatta.

The Nevins Trophy Race was held at the Kingsport Merchant Marine Academy at Little Neck Bay, Long Island Sound. Saturday's competition was spirited but on Sunday, spirits dampened as gusty winds up to 25 mph curtailed the race. Before the race was called, three boats had capsized and several had been damaged. None of the accidents happened to Beaver boats.

Pete Gray, '61 and crewman Bill Bails, '62, were the MIT entries in division A, while Don Nelsen, '61 and Dave Hoover, '63, entered in division B. When the two day meet was completed MIT stood third behind Princeton and Coast Guard out of a field of nine entrants.

Oberg Regatta

In the Charles last Sunday, MIT participated in the Oberg Trophy Regatta in weather that was clear with winds up to 25 mph. The final results put MIT second to BU behind Princeton, and third behind Harvard out of a field of eight entrants.

BUSHLEAGUER (Continued from page 6)

Intramural hockey action will begin soon. Teams must be signed up in the Athletic office before 5:00 P.M. November 6th, or the team will not be able to enter the competition.

Good eating...good for you...that's a banana! But a fungus growth that attacks banana plants threatened the economy of banana production. Old-fashioned sprays were cumbersome to apply and expensive. Then Esso Research developed a special oil mist that ends this fungus growth easily and economically.

People eat better...cars run better...because ESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oil.
Flying Club Reinstates President

At a business meeting of the Tech Flying Club on October 25th, President Robert P. Hudock, '60, submitted his resignation, was given a unanimous vote of confidence and then accepted back the presidency. He had originally resigned in the face of charges made by Charles Livingston, '60, President of the rival Aero-Tech Flying Club.

Last week Livingston had charged that the TFC pilots were not insured, that the club had misrepresented itself to other student groups, and that President Hudock was realizing profits from the club as director of the corporation from which the club leased its planes (THE TECH, October 25).

Hudock Receives Vote of Confidence

When Hudock stated that he would not serve if there were any doubts as to his integrity and intentions, and if he did not have the entire support of the club, the club reaffirmed him to the presidency. All TFC members spontaneously refused to accept his resignation and gave him a unanimous vote of confidence.

After the vote, Hudock restored club operations and its insurance coverage.

He explained that insurance on club planes (which include a half million dollar liability insurance and bulk insurance similar to automobile collision insurance) was adequate insurance coverage.

Hudock went on to explain that he had not attempted to conceal his position as director of the leasing corporation. He said, however, that through his connection, the TFC was able to get economical equipment for a fraction of the commercial rates. He said that the TFC's leasing agreement requires a fixed monthly sum for use of two aircraft and five aircraft insurance. In addition, the corporation charges TFC a fixed sum to cover gas, oil, periodic inspection and maintenance, major overhauls, and normal depreciation. Hudock asked that the club's books be open to inspection by all members and authorized MIT personnel.

Institute Lawyers to Meet

Today Institute lawyers will meet to decide whether Hudock's club and its rival, the Aero-Tech Flying Club, are sufficiently insured for injuries. If either of the clubs is not adequately insured, the more basic problem—whether the Institute is liable to students injured in insufficiently insured Institute activities—will be examined. "Until all facts are presented at this meeting," said Ven P. Faquhar, '60, Activities Council President, "no action will be taken against either club."

Engineering School Receives Ford Grant

(Continued from page 11) "ploys" to "harnesses of configuration...and composers of new inventions." Engineering education would consist of a broad scientific base on which to build practical devices.

Dean Brown, an electrical engineer by training, gave his conception of what such a basic course in his field would be. Electrical engineers would study these things in rigor and depth: charge carriers, their fields, and their interactions with other forms of matter. Asking electricity or electron, new or in the future, would have to include and be based on these three studies. The MIT graduate who studied these subjects would never fail into technological obsolescence.

Another use of the Ford funds would be to create new "core curricula" for the engineers. The "core curricula" use the basic courses required in every course. Though the areas for the engineering core curricula are not yet defined, some possible themes, according to Dean Brown are: Materials, Production, Energy Processing, Information Processing, and Environment Engineering.

MIT went to the Ford Foundation (pre-specialists) and outlined the idea to the Foundation. MIT felt it needed outside help in making the revolutionary changes. The Ford Foundation felt that MIT was ready for the change in thinking and had the best resources for carrying out the program and making it a success.

"I see a brilliant future for you..."

To carry out this prediction and see you through college into the graduate world—Arrow recommends the sturdy good looks of Basketweave Oxford cloth. This luxurious "Sanforized" fabric promises perfect fit, lasting comfort. Carefully tailored with the flattering, arched buttondown collar.

$5.50.

Do You Think for Yourself?

(BlasT off on these Questions and See if You Go into Orbit!)

(A) a valuable member of the community? (B) an independent spirit? (C) apt to be pretty silly?

If you believe that "a man must always jump into a river, would you (A) assume the fellow was jumping to save his life? (B) dismiss the whole thing as just so much horseplay? (C) rush to stop him?

If you saw a fully clothed man about to jump into a river, would you (A) assume the fellow was jumping to save his life? (B) dismiss the whole thing as just so much horseplay? (C) rush to stop him?

Do you believe that "a thinking man's cigarette"—the most advanced filter design of them all. And only Viceroy has a smoking man's taste.

If you have ever thought of what he can do best, regardless of where he finds himself, he's (A) a valuable member of the community? (B) an independent spirit? (C) apt to be pretty silly?

If you saw a fully clothed man about to jump into a river, would you (A) assume the fellow was jumping to save his life? (B) dismiss the whole thing as just so much horseplay? (C) rush to stop him?

Do you believe that "a thinking man's cigarette"—the most advanced filter design of them all. And only Viceroy has a smoking man's taste.

If you have ever thought of what he can do best, regardless of where he finds himself, he's (A) a valuable member of the community? (B) an independent spirit? (C) apt to be pretty silly?

When you think for yourself... you depend on judgment, not chance, in your choice or cigarettes. That is why men and women who think for themselves usually smoke Viceroy. They know only Viceroy has a thinking man's filter—the most advanced filter design of them all. And only Viceroy has a thinking man's taste.

When you think for yourself... you depend on judgment, not chance, in your choice of cigarettes. That is why men and